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Introduction
I had been a practicing clinical psychologist for almost 30 years when, in
1993, I became very interested in using regression hypnosis to help persons
who had traumatic, suppressed memories of contact with extraterrestrials. I
knew that hypnotherapists who had been doing such work for years had
reported that some persons who remained in treat ment long enough not only
experienced elimination of their fears; they came to perceive their contacts as
benevolent rather than harmfu l and felt that they had voluntarily agreed to
such contact and had also agreed to work in concert with the ETs fo r the
benefit of mankind and planet Earth. I was aware that a nu mber of indiv iduals
had never been traumatized by contact and had reported a positive desire by
ETs to do just that, although the news media tended to focus on tales of
abduction, intrusive med ical or sexual procedures, being terrified, etc., which
were far mo re sensational.
When I decided to devote a portion of my time to doing hypnotic work, I
asked God for assistance. Soon I was receiving support for my new endeavor
in such unlikely ways that it seemed miraculous, and I felt very certain my
steps were being guided. Through a series of unplanned, synchronistic events,
I obtained the specialized training that gave me confidence, and b efore long I
met severely traumatized Marjorie Ann, who, at the hands of humans, had
been repeatedly abused sexually, physically and emotionally fro m early
childhood until her suicidal impulses led to our encounter. In the midst of her
psychological crisis, an independent entity speaking with the voice of a child
took control of her conscious mind and body in order to protect her from
acting on those impulses. When Marjorie regained consciousness, she named
the child-like entity Little One. I obtained Little One‟s permission to work
together in order to help Marjorie, and she provided much assistance over the
long course of hypnotic sessions that followed.
Little One eventually stated that faeries were real, that she was one, that
her real name was Perithnea, and that she had chosen to help Marjorie because
she had suffered so much. Meanwhile, Marjorie began to channel additional
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benevolent entities who assisted me in reducing her severe trauma. The first
after Perithnea was her guardian angel, Alta Sha, who, among many other
things, said he would train her to become a more proficient channel. As a
result, she began to channel the spirits of deceased persons, especially Native
American spirits and living ext raterrestrials who normally dwell in another
dimension parallel to our o wn. Fro m them we learned that the ETs had taken a
keen interest in her welfare soon after her father began to abuse her at age
four. Over a period of several years some of the channeled entities were
regular visitors in our lives and became treasured friends ..
Although most channeled entities were benevolent, several possessing
spirits, attracted to Marjorie‟s beautiful spiritual Light, exerted negative
effects on her mentally, emotionally and physically. They had to be expelled,
and some stubbornly resisted. Marjie‟s guardian angel, Alt Sha provided
much needed support and advice during difficult evictions. I could count on
him for assistance whenever I was in a quandary about the proper course of
action when working with her.
We developed a very close relationship with Marjorie‟s primary ET
protector, Nucleus 8, who had been her mentor since early childhood.
Through surgically installed imp lants, he was able to channel through her and
eventually became a daily co mpanion. Nucleus 8 took a keen interest in
developing close relationships with other selected humans and borrowed
Marjorie‟s body for that purpose. We learned that ETs had made certain
contributions to our personal DNA, and we were indeed part of an
interdimensional family.
Marjorie and I took many physical and spiritual journeys on behalf of our
spiritual family. We experienced many surprising and inspiring events while
travelling to northern Mexico, much of the United States, and eastern Canada.
Many of these journeys were inspired by the needs of Native American spirits
who temporarily entered our bodies and who are destined to reincarnate as
leaders in a transformed world. Nucleus 8, who is Supreme Lord of Security
for an incomprehensibly vast, multid imensional Alliance co mprised of
thousands of civilizat ions, revealed that an Earth-like p lanet has been prepared
for the eventual habitation of selected humans and other intelligent species
whose home planets, like ours, are slo wly dying.
The ETs, provided medical treat ments to Marjorie, myself, an d some of
our friends. In Marjorie‟s case, these interventions were life-saving events on
several occasions. The spirits and physical interdimensional beings who
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channeled provided numerous tangible and intangible proofs of their
independent existence when they were not channeling.
The mu ltitude of highly imp robable, synchronistic events that occurred
along our spiritual journey convinced us that we were part icipants in a
mysterious and often surprising Divine Plan. Alta Sha told me to record
noteworthy events, which I would someday use to write a book. Fifteen years
of almost daily notes has resulted in this five volume work, but the story isn‟t
over.
It is my sincere hope that upon reading this factual account of their
presence, those who have not believed in the reality of a spiritual realm
beyond the five senses will open their hearts to the often overlooked beings
around us. I hope that readers who already believe will find information that
strengthens their belief. This is the story of how those loving beings
continually blessed us, for which we daily thank God and are eternally
grateful to them.
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Main Characters
Perithnea: Marjorie‟s protective faery queen who agreed to be adopted
into our family, providing guidance and protection with a sense of humor.
Alta Sha: Marjorie‟s guardian angel and messenger of God, advisor and
friend, who educated us in spiritual matters.
Metatron (aka Light Mother): An Archangel of unimag inable power
who watched over and loved Marjorie fro m early childhood, Overseer of
experimental medical procedures to cure the incurable, beloved companion to
the author, and much, much mo re.
Adam: A newly created faery who agreed to be adopted by us and who
volunteered to work within the Alliance, es tablishing a precedent for faeries
which led him to high placement within their government.
Nucleus 8: A human/extraterrestrial hybrid born in Egypt in the year
2713 B.C., during the construction of the pyramids at Giza, who is Supreme
Lord of Security for the vast, mult idimensional Universal Alliance Federation ,
which includes many thousands of galaxies and civilizations. His two
brainstems enable him to monitor events in six d imensions simultaneously.
He has been dedicated to protecting and mentoring Marjorie fro m early
childhood and became a trusted friend and family member.
Marjorie (a.k.a. Star One): The fo rmer wife o f the author and
extraordinary channel. Within her love, interd imensional beings found shelter
and a voice that could be heard by humans. A target of dark forces because of
her crucial ro le in assisting the Alliance, she has suffered greatly for the
benefit of hu manity and our interdimensional family.
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22: A member of the small gray species and Chief o f the Medical Unit
at headquarters of the Alliance who part icipated in several medical procedures
to cure injuries and illnesses of primary characters.
Regenc 4: A h ighly placed member o f the governing Board of Twelve of
the Alliance. Nucleus 8‟s superior before his appointment to the Board.
Mi : A brown wood sprite fond of making noises, moving things around,
and tickling people, who joined Rex as he was touching a tree beside a
waterfall.
Tanner (a.k.a. Asalara, Reaches for Fire in the Sky, Softener of
Skins, One Who Sees by the Red Moon at Night, B oard Member, Position
9): An ET capable of assuming any physical form who came to Earth long
ago as an ancient Ute‟ shaman and medicine man. He sent Rex and Marjorie
on journeys to find his sacred teaching stones. Aided by Rex, he experienced a
dramat ic healing during a spiritual journey to the Red Moon.
Raps ar: A teacher of Vikings and deceased pilot of a sabotaged
interdimensional craft wh ich crashed hundreds of years ago on the W est
Spanish Peak in southern Colorado. He provided Rex and Marjorie with
directions to a powerful stone at L‟anse Aux Meadows in Newfoundland.
Donna (a pseudonym): A psychic with a history of ET contact who
channeled Rapsar, enabling him to resume contact with his mate Clairetrin ia
through Nucleus 8.
Ivy: A green faery and Perithnea‟s friend, who loved Donna‟s cats and
provided physical evidence of her existence.
Isabel (a.k.a. Shadow): A healer, psychic, instructor, good Samaritan,
and friend to Nucleus 8, Rex and Marjorie, who discovered her identity in 8‟s
dimension trough hypnosis.
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